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0. Introduction. Ergodic theory involves itself with the study of transformations

of a measure space. Topological dynamics is involved with homeomorphisms of

a topological space. The entropy of a measure preserving transformation is a

gauge of its randomness. There are certain qualitative properties in topological

dynamics which seem to play a similar role. For example, equicontinuity, distality,

and minimality restrict the "randomness" of a transformation group. The question

arises : If a measure preserving transformation is also a homeomorphism is there a

strict relation between these notions ? For instance it is known that equicontinuity

and distality imply zero entropy. It was not known whether minimality implied

zero entropy. W. Parry raised the following question : Let X be a compact metric

space and Ta continuous map of Xinto itself. Suppose there is a unique Tinvariant

probability measure and suppose (X, T) is minimal (every orbit is dense). Can

(X, T) have positive entropy ?

The difficulty in answering such a question is the scarcity of a wide class of

minimal, uniquely ergodic transformation groups (X, T). We give here a method of

constructing minimal uniquely ergodic transformation groups (X, T). Furthermore

our method is designed to show that there exist transformation groups (X, T), X a

compact metric space, which are minimal and uniquely ergodic but have arbitrarily

large finite entropy. Thus minimality and unique ergodicity do not bound the

entropy of (X, T) and the answer to Parry's question is no.

We carry out our program by constructing closed shift invariant subspaces of

a sequence space. In §1 we establish some notation and terminology. In §§2 and 3

we either modify or translate some known theorems into combinatorial terms

which are to be used in the succeeding sections. In §4 we define the sequences which

will be used to build the uniquely ergodic minimal pairs (X, T) of large but finite

entropy. §§5, 6, 7, 8 are used to carry out the detailed examination of the properties

of our sequence. §9 indicates the modification necessary in §4 to show that the same

construction can be done on bisequerices and thus Tmay also be a homeomorphism.

The results are summarized in Corollaries 8.14 and 9.7.

The principal idea which makes our result possible is the weak law of large

numbers. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 are merely forms of this law. The remainder is
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application of these lemmas and technical computation. Since this phase is long,

we have used an extensive numbering system with many parenthetic references

where objects or notations are defined.

1. Preliminaries. Before we proceed we establish some of our terminology and

two elementary lemmas which are the motivating ideas for the sequences con-

constructed in §4.

Let p si 1 be an integer and let a0, ax,..., ap _ ! be p distinguishable objects. The

set S={a0, «!,..., ap_j} will be referred to as the symbol set on the p symbols

a0, Ci,..., flp-i- By a word of length «^ 1 built on the symbol set S we mean an

«-tuple B={b0, ôi,..., ¿>„-i) where bt e S, i=0, 1, 2,.. .,/> — 1. We designate the

length of B by L{B). For the remainder of this section we will assume that all words

are built on the symbol set S, and we often use the phrase "word" instead of

"word built on the symbol set S."

If B={b0,..., ¿>m_i) and C={c0,..., <:„_!), n^m, are two words, then we say

that B occurs in C at the rth position if b¡ = ci+j, 7=0, 1, 2,..., m— 1, and i is a

fixed integer such that 0^i^n — m. The phrase "C contains B at the rth position"

is to be equivalent to " B occurs in C at the rth position." If there is at least one i

for which B occurs in C at the rth position, then we say that B occurs in C, or

equivalently, C contains B.

Lemma 1.1. Let B be a fixed word on p symbols. The number of words C of length

k-L{B) which contain B is asymptotic to pk'LI-B) as k^- +oo.

Proof. Let L{B) = m. Let E{k) be the number of words of length km which contain

B. Let E'{k) be the number of words of length km which contain B in at least one

position i=jm where 0^j<k. Since the total number of words of length km is

pkm, we have

pkm ^ E{k) ^ E'{k).

In order to prove our lemma it suffices to show that E'{k)xpkm as k ->• +oo.

We compute E'{k). Let C be a word of length km on the symbol set S. We let

S' be the set whose elements are all words of length m on the symbol set S. There

are pm such words. C may be considered as a word of length k on the symbol set

<S". E'{k) is then the number of words of length k on the symbol set S" which

contain the symbol B. The total number of words of length k on the symbol set

5" is pmk. The number of words of length k on the symbol set S' which fail to

contain the symbol B is {pm—\)k. Thus

E'{k) = pmk-{pm-\)k = pmk{\-{\ - \¡pnf).

We see immediately that E'{k)xpmk as k -*■ +oo and our lemma is complete.

Let B be a word on the symbol set S. By N{ah B) we mean the number of times

that the symbol a,- occurs in B and this is defined to be the cardinality of the set

{í: a i occurs in B at the rth position}. By a{a„ B) we mean the frequency with which
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a¡ occurs in B and this is defined to be (\¡L(B))-N(a¡, B). We observe that

OeN(aj, B)<=L(B) and Q^a(a¡, B)<> 1 for 0¿j<p.

Lemma 1.2. Let e>0. The number of words C of length k having the property

\a(a}, C)—ljp\ <e for 0Sj<p is asymptotic topk.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the weak law of large numbers, and we

refer the reader to [5] or some other treatise on probability.

We now wish to define the space of sequences and the space of bisequences on

the symbol set S. We let Z be the set of integers, Z+ the set of nonnegative integers,

and when we wish to make a statement which applies to both Z and Z+ we will

speak of Z'. The space of all bisequences on the symbol set S will be denoted by

£1(S) = Ylz S. The space of all sequences in the symbol set S will be denoted by

Q+(S)= Ylz+ S. Again, when we wish to make a statement which applies to either

space we will speak of Q.'(S) = Ylz- S. The elements of Cl'(S) are functions

cd : Z' -> S and their value at k e Z' will be denoted by a¡k.

We let Q'(S) have the following topology: consider S as having the discrete

topology and let Ü'(S) have the product topology. Since S is finite and thus com-

pact, we see that Q.'(S) is compact. Since Z' is countable, it follows that Q.'(S) is

metrizable. We will not be interested in a particular metric on ii^S), DUt we wiH

make use of the neighborhood systems which we now describe. If J<=Z' is any

finite set J=O'o <j\ < ■ ■ • <jk -1} and if œ e Cl'(S) let x(m, J) = (wj<s, mh,..., wjk _ 1 ).

Thus x(w, J) is a word of length k = cardinality of / on the symbol set S. If B is a

word of length k and J={j0 <7i < • • ■ <jk -i}Œ Z', then by a cylinder set determined

by B and based on / we mean

(1.3) C(B, J) = {w.we C1'(S) and x(w, J) = B}.

If we let 33' be the Borel field on Q'(S) generated by the compact sets, then 33'

is generated by all sets of the form (1.3).

If co° e Cl'(S) and / is described as before, we let

(1.4) U(w°, J) = {w.we Q'(S) and x(w, J) = x(wa, J)}.

Each such set is a compact open neighborhood of to0. As J ranges over the finite

subsets of Z' these sets form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of œ°.

There is an even smaller fundamental system of neighborhoods which we shall use.

For each nonnegative integer « let

I(n) = {j:j eZ,-nèjén},       I+(n) = {j:j eZ+,0ïj<n}.

Again we use I'(n) for statements about either I(n) or I+(n). We let M(I(n)) = 2n+1,

M+(I+(n)) = n and M'(I'(n)) be whichever of the two numbers is appropriate to

the context. In general, if I'^Z' is an interval, we let M'(I') be the number of

elements it contains. If u>° e C1'(S), then the system

(1.5) U(oi°, /'(«)),       «=1,2,...,

is a fundamental system of compact open neighborhoods of co°.
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We now define the shift transformations T: Q.{S) -» Q(5) and T+: Ù+{S)

-^0+(S). Again statements made about 7" : Ci'{S) -> Q'{S) will be statements

which hold for both T and T+. If w e ¿1'{S), we define T by

(1.6) {T'o>)k = «Jk+1.

We observe that T' is continuous and surjective. T+ is however not injective. T

is injective and is thus a homeomorphism of Í2(S).

2. Almost periodicity. In this section we will define what we mean by saying that

tu e £1'{S) is almost periodic. We will prove some lemmas which will be used in

§§6, 7, and 8. Our definition is the same as that of [6] and [7]. In the case of

(Ü(S), T) it reduces to the definition in [3] of an almost periodic point. The definition

will be in terms of the combinatorial properties we wish to use. The lemmas are

again phrased in these terms. Although they are special cases or modifications of

theorems in [3], we present them for completeness sake.

We first must say what we mean by a word B occurring in tu e Í2'(S). Let

B={b0,..., Z»n_i) be a word built on the symbol set S. Let w e Q'{S). By an interval

I'^Z' of length « we mean any set of the form I'={k^j<k+n}. We say that B

occurs in tu if there is an interval /' c Z' for which *(tu, /') = B.

Definition 2.1. Let u> e £1'{S). We say that w is almost periodic if for any word

B which occurs in tu there is a positive integer R{B) having the following property:

If /' c Z' is an interval of length no less than R{B), then B occurs in x{a>, I').

If tu e Cl'(S), we let

(2.2) 0{oj) = {T'<w.jeZ'},

(2.3) O(tu)- = closure of 0{oS) in Q'{S).

We observe that if tu e Q.{S), then T{0{w)) = 0{w) and T(0(tu)-) = 0(tu)-. Similar

equalities hold for T ~ l. For T + we have T+(O(tu)) c 0{w) and T+(O(tu) - ) c 0(tu) -.

Lemma 2.4. Let w e £1'{S) Be almost periodic. If o>° e O(tu) ", then tu e O(tu0)_.

Thus 0{<o)-=0{w°)-.

Proof. We first show that if B is a word occurring in m, then B occurs in cu°.

Since tu is almost periodic, we choose an R{B) = m satisfying Definition 2.1. Let /'

be an interval of length m and consider the neighborhood U{u)°, I') (see (1.5)).

There exists a j e Z' for which T^ e U{w°, /'). The word B occurs in xÇT'w, I')

because of the almost periodicity of w. Thus B occurs in ui° since

x{T'oj, I') = x{w°, I').

We now show that o> e 0{w°)~. Let « be an arbitrary positive integer and con-

sider the neighborhood C/(tu, /'(«)) of w (see (1.5)). The word B=x{oj, I'{n)) occurs

in tu and thus it occurs in tu°. Suppose B—x{w, I'{n)) = x{w°, J') where

/' = {j:jeZ', kïj< k + M'{I'{n))}
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(see paragraph preceding (1.5)). In either the case of Z or Z+ there is a t e Z' for

which J' = I'(n) + t. We see that xÇT'w0, /'(n))=x(y, I'(n) +1)=x(w°,J'). Con-

sequently T'cu0 e U(tx), I'(n)). Since « was an arbitrary positive integer, we have

weO(w°)~.

Lemma 2.5. Let weQ.'(S) be almost periodic and let u)°eO(oj)~. Then tu0 is

almost periodic and consequently any word which occurs in w occurs in w0 and

conversely.

Proof. We see from the beginning of the proof of Lemma 2.4 it is only necessary

to show that w0 is almost periodic. Suppose B' occurs in w°. Choose n large enough

so B' occurs in B=x(w°, /'(«)). It suffices to show that there is an R(B) satisfying

Definition 2.1 for u>°. Since cu° e 0(w)~, there is a q for which T"u> e U(w°, /'(«)).

Thus B occurs in Tqw and a fortiori B occurs in m. Since w is almost periodic,

choose R(B) satisfying Definition 2.1 for cu. Consider any interval 7"'<=Z' of length

no less than R(B). There is an n e Z' for which T"w e U(oj°, J'). Since B occurs in

x(Tnw, J')=x(<j}°, J') our lemma is complete.

Lemma 2.6. Let to e Q'(S) and let ui be almost periodic. Let B be a word and

I' <= Z' an interval whose length is the length of B. With these hypotheses

C(B, I') n 0(oS)~ # 0

(see 1.3) if and only if B occurs in cu.

Proof. Suppose C(B, I') n 0(w)~ ^ 0. The set C(B, V) is open in Q'(5), thus

if it meets 0(w)~, it must meet 0(to). Thus there is a k for which Tk(u>) e C(B, I').

It follows that B occurs in Tk(u>) and thus B occurs in w. (Note we did not use the

almost periodicity of to.)

Suppose now that B occurs in w. Let I'={j: k?kj<k+L(B)}. Since o> is almost

periodic, it follows that there is an s e Z+ having the property that if

/" - {J: k+s Zj < k + s+L(B)},

then B occurs in w  at  the interval /". That is x(cu, I") = B. We then have

x(Ts(w), I')=x(w, s+I') = x(oj, I") = B. But this merely says that Ts(w) e C(B, /').

Thus C(B, I') n 0(w)~ ^ 0.

The next lemma is about bisequences.

Lemma 2.7. Let w e Q.(S) be almost periodic. The set {Tiw.jeZ+} is dense in

o(a>y.

Proof. Let cu° e 0(o>) ~, let n be any positive integer. Consider the neighborhood

t/(o>°, /(«)). Let B=x(u>°, /(«)). We see that C(B, I(n)) meets 0(m)~ so the word B

occurs in cu. Since w is almost periodic, there is an interval /<=z+ for which B

=x(w, J) and there is a k e Z+ such that I(n)+k=J. Thus

x(Tka>, I(n)) = x(a>, I(n)+k) = x(oj,J) = B.
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We see that Tkuj e U{cj°, I{n)) for some ke Z+. Since n was an arbitrary positive

integer, our lemma is proved.

3. Unique ergodicity. The labor of §5 will be to show that a given almost

periodic sequence coeQ+{S) is uniquely ergodic under the transformation T+.

In order to do this we take sufficient conditions for unique ergodicity, translate

them into combinatorial terms and show that they hold for our given sequence tu.

In this section we present these conditions as a series of lemmas. The lemmas are

modifications of theorems in [2], [8]. In fact, the sufficient conditions given here

are also necessary (see [2], [8]). We will not concern ourselves with this and only

present those facts which we will use later.

Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and <f> : X -> X a continuous mapping.

Let C{X) be the real Banach space of real valued continuous functions on X given

their supremum norm. If/e C{X), we define <f>f'by <ff=f° <f>. Let P be the set of

probability measures defined on the Borel subsets of X. We let <f> induce a map of

P into itself, which we again call </>. If ¿t e P we define j>\¡. by the equation

(/, <f>fi) = {<j>f, [j.) for/e C{X). Here the symbol (J, /¿) is defined as the integral of/

with respect to the measure /x. We say that ¡j- eP is <f> invariant if <£/¿ = it. It is a

direct consequence of the Kakutani-Markov fixed point theorem that a </> invariant

probability measure always exists. If this measure is also unique, then we say that

the pair {X, ¡f>) is uniquely ergodic. The terminology is standard [8] and is reasonable

in the sense that the uniqueness of the invariant measure guarantees its ergodicity.

We shall use the following notation. If/e C{X) and n is a positive integer, then

we let

(3.1) fn{x) = \2<i>if(x)eC{X).
n  1 = 0

Lemma 3.2. If for eachfe C{X) andxe X, limn fn{x) = k{f) = constant, depending

only on f, then {X, <j>) is uniquely ergodic with unique invariant measure ¡¿eP and

{f,ti = k{f)forallfeC{X).

Proof. We know there exist <j> invariant measures P. Let v be any such invariant

measure. Using the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the invariance

of v, we have, as n -> +oo,

{f^) = {fn,v)^{k{f),v) = k{f).

Thus for each invariant measure v we have (/, v)=k{f). This implies that there is a

unique invariant measure ¡j. and the lemma is complete.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose there is an x0 e Xsuch that X=closure {<(>'!x0: j'=0, 1,2,...}.

If for eachfe C{X), limn (#/")„(*o) exists uniformly inj=0, 1, 2,..., then {X, <f>) is

uniquely ergodic.

Proof. In view of the previous lemma we need only show that lim„ fn{x) = k{f)

for each fe C{X) and x e X. We first show that our hypotheses imply that fn
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is a Cauchy sequence in C(X). Given e > 0, there is an N such that n 5: N and

p S; 1 implies

\f»Wx0)-fn+ptfx0)\ = \WfUxo)-Wf)n+Áx0)\ < e/2      for/ = 0,1, 2,....

Since the set {0yxo:7=O, 1, 2,...} is dense in X, we see that if n^N and p^ 1 then

||/n-/n+p|| <*. Thus/, is a Cauchy sequence in C(JSQ and consequently there is an

/* e C(X) such that limn/n=/*.

To complete the lemma we must show that /* is constant. Since for each

«= 1, 2,... we have |/,(x)-/»(¿*)l <(2/«)||/||, we see that

f*(x0) = f*(4>x0) = • • ■ = f*Wx0) = ■ • •.

Thus /* is constant on a dense subset of X. Since /* e C(X), this implies that /*

is constant. This completes the proof of the lemma.

Fix an w e Q.'(S). We are interested in a certain class of functions in C(0(w)~).

If to e Q.+(S) and B is a word of length n, we let

(3.4) Xb = characteristic function of C(B, I+(n)) n 0(u>)~

(see(1.3)-(1.5)).

If to e Q(S) and B is a word of length 2n+1, we let

(3.5) Xb = characteristic function of C(B, I(n)) n 0(to)~.

When we speak of a word B and the function Xb, we will mean (3.4) or (3.5),

whichever is appropriate to the context. In either case Xb e C(0(cu)~) since

C(B, /'(«)) is both open and closed.

Lemma 3.6. Let œ e £l'(S) be almost periodic. If limn (T''XB)n(oj) converges

uniformly in j for each appropriate word B (either of length q or 2^+1) and

C(B, I'(qj) n O(to)- # 0, then (0(m)-, T') is uniquely ergodic.

Proof. Because of Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 2.7 we need only show for each

/eC(0(to)~) that limB (7,,,/)n(a») exists uniformly in j. Choose an fe C(0(to)-)

and let s > 0. Because of uniform continuity of/there is a q such that if B is a word

of length q (or 2q+1), then the oscillation of/over C(B, I'(q)) t~\ 0(w)~ is less than

c/6. It is sufficient to show that (T''f)n(u>) is a Cauchy sequence in n uniformly in/

For each B such that C(B, I'(q)) n O(to)- ^ 0 we let

mB = inf {/(to'): to' e C(B, I'(q)) C\ 0(a)-},

MB = sup {/(to'): to' e C(B, I'(q)) n O(to)"},

m =2wsVBeC(0(to)-),
s

M = 2^*vBeC(0(to)-)
B

where the sum is taken over all words B of length q (or 2q+ 1) for which

C(Ä,/'(<?)) nO(to)- # 0.
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We observe that m ̂ /^ M and

\\M-m\\ ^ e/6   and    \\f-m\\ < e/3.

From our hypothesis it follows that (r'iw)n(tu) is a Cauchy sequence in « uniformly

in /. Thus there is an N such that n^N and s ̂  0 imply

|(r>/«)nM-(r>,«)n + s(a,)|  < eß ÎOI] = 0, 1, 2, . . ..

We also have T'rn ^ T'fc T'>M,

XT'M-T'ml è e/6   and   ||7"'/-7"'m|| < e/3       forj = 0, 1, 2,....

Thus if « ̂  yV and î^Owe have

\(T"f)n{w)-{Tj)n+s{^)\ é \(T''M<»)-(T'>mU<>»)\

+ \{T"m)n{a,)-{T''m)n+s{œ)\

-H(r'm)n+8(<u)-(ry,n+5H|

< e.

Thus (r'J/)n(w) is a Cauchy sequence in « uniformly in y and our lemma is

complete.

We wish to translate Lemma 3.6 into combinatorial terms. Let B and C be two

words built on the symbol set S. We define yV(Ä, C) to be the number of occurrences

of Tiin C. This is the cardinality of the set {/: B occurs in C at the rth position} (see

§1). We observe that if L{B)>L{C), then yV(J?, C)=0 and if L{B)^L{C), then

0^N{B, C)-¿L{C)-L{B)+\ ^L{C). We define the frequency of occurrence of B

in C to be

(3.7) a{B, C) = {\¡L{C))N{B, C)

and observe that 0^a{B, C)^l.

If tu e Q.'{S) and if y' e Z and k e Z+, k^O, we let

(3.8) DJJ, k) = D{j, k) = *(«,, [j, j+k))

where \J,j+k)={i: ie Z,j^i<j+k}. Thus DJJ, k) is the word of length k which

occurs in w at the position j.

Theorem 3.9. If u> e £i'{S) is almost periodic and if Y\mk a{B, D{j, k)) exists

uniformly in j for each word B of length q {or 2q+1), q= 1, 2, 3,..., which appears

in cu, then (O(tu) ", 7") is uniquely ergodic. Moreover, this limit depends only on B and

is the measure of the set of all sequences in 0{w)~ which begin with B {have B centered

at zero).

Proof. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that B occurs in tu if and only if

C{B, /'(?)) n O(tu)- # 0.
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Thus by Lemma 3.6 we need only show that lim„ (T''XB)n(w) converges uniformly

in7 for each word B of length q (or 2q+1), q= 1, 2, 3,..., for which

C(B, I'(q)) n 0(a>y ¿0.

We observe that

(rV)nH = ;2r'+ixs("')
" 1 = 0

- I ''i ' T"x^ - I N(B> DU> n+L(B)-\))
"   t = i "
n+L(B)-l N(B,D(j,n+L(B)-\))

n        '   L(D(j,n+L(B)-\))

- H+L{^~Xa(B, D(j,n+L(B)-l)).

Our hypothesis asserts that limte a(B, D(j, k)) exists uniformly in / It follows from

the above equation that lim„ (T'^sXw) exists uniformly in/ Thus (0(to)~, 7") is

uniquely ergodic. The lim„ (T''XB)n(w) is equal to lim^. a(B, D(j, k)) and depends

only on B. This limit is the integral of Xb with respect to the unique invariant

measure. Thus our theorem is complete.

The next lemma will not be used until §8. For this lemma we let Xu /= 1, 2, be

compact metric spaces. Let Tt: X¡ -*■ Xt be continuous and let n: Xx -> X2 such

that ttT1 = T2tt. Let (X2, T2) be uniquely ergodic with unique invariant probability

measure ¡x2.

Lemma 3.10. If ^ is a T1 invariant probability measure, then 7r/i1=/x2. If E<^X2

is a Borel set, then íx,2(E) = ¡jl1(tt~1E).

Proof. It is clear that n^ is a probability measure on X2. One sees easily that

T2TTfj.1 = TrT1ix1 = Trfi.1 and then since ¡x2 is the unique invariant probability on X2,

we have -n\x,x=¡x2. It suffices to show that p2(E)=^(-n ~ 1E) for each compact subset

E of X2. To do this we choose a sequence /„ e C(X2) for which /„ \ Xe. We then

have

(fn, M2) j (XE, ̂ 2)  = P2(E),

(fn, M2)  = (fn, ^Ml) = (■"fn, Ml) I ("Xe, Ml)

= MlO^^)-

Thus p2(E)=p1(tt-1E) and our lemma is complete.

4. Construction of sequences. In this section we construct by induction a family

of symbol sets S}, 7=0, 1, 2, 3,..., and a family of sequences cd1 e Q+(5;). These

will be the sequences examined in §§5, 6, 7, and 8. The purpose of our inductive

procedure is to see that in each to* £ Í1+(S¡) extremely many words of a given length
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are used, that words occur with great regularity, and that w1 is almost periodic.

The idea which allows us to do this is the weak law of large numbers (Lemma 1.2)

and the fact that almost all sequences contain a given symbol (Lemma 1.1).

We use the following notation: if B={b0, bu ..., ôm_i) and C={c0, clt..., cn_x)

are two words built on a symbol set S, then BC is the word of length m + n built on

5" given by BC={b0, bu..., bm-u c0, cu..., cn_i). If Blt B2,...,Bm are words

built on S, then it is clear what we mean by the word B1B2 ■ ■ Bm built on S. We

now begin our construction.

Let 0 < 8 < 1 and choose 80, S1;... such that 0 < 8¡ < 1 and Eh" o (1 - 80 j 1 - 8.

The number 8 is subject only to the restriction 0 < 8 < 1 and remains fixed through-

out our arguments.

Fory=0 let So={B{0, 0), B{0, 1),.. .,B{0, n0-l)} where the 5(0, /) are distinct

symbols and nQ 3:2. We define the word

Ao = B{0,0)B{0,l)-B{0,no-l).

Let 7i0 = l and let k0 = l.

Suppose now that for ally, 0^j<m, we have defined 77, >0, k¡ e Z+, Ar,#0 and

S¡={B{j, 0), B{j, 1),..., B{j, nj-l)} and the word

(4.1) A, = B{j, 0)B{j, 1) •• • B{j, n,-\)

satisfying the following conditions.

(4.2) «ya2 and fory>0 each B{j, t), 0s^i<«y, is a word built on the symbol set

S).1={B(j-l,0),...,B(J-l,ni-1)}.

(4.3) Aj„x occurs in the oth place of B{j, 0). That is, A¡-i is the initial word of

B{j, 0).

(4.4) Lj-1{B{j,t))=ni-1kj = rj, j>0, for 0^i<«y, where L^W, r)) is the

length of B{j, t) in terms of the symbols of S/_i.

(4.5) Fory>0, St is the set of all distinct words on the symbol set 5y_x whose

length in terms of these symbols is rj=nj_1-kj and which have the following

properties :

(a) Aj^i occurs in each B{j, t) e St;

(b) \a{B{j-l,t), B{j,s))- l/(ny_!)|< ijy _i/»y-i for O^K»,^, 0^i<«;, Here

a{B{j— 1, t), B{j, s)) is the frequency with which the symbol B(j— 1, t) occurs in

the word B{j, s) (see Lemma 1.2 and the paragraph preceding it).

(4.6) 0 < t,, < (l/«f)(l/20       for; > 0,i,0 - 1.

«y è «y-i(l —SO   for_/' > 0, where rt = nj.1-kj.

(47) kjZrif.! fory>0,

«0 = 1,

n¡ > nj-i fory > 0.
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We now proceed on the induction step of our construction. Consider all words

B of length rm=nm-1-km built on the symbol set Sm_x. (The number km is an

integer which is yet to be fixed.) We choose from these all those words B which

have the additional properties :

(4.8) Am_x occurs in B,

(4.9) \*(B(m-\, t), B)-l/tw,,-!)! < 77m-i/*m-i       for 0 g r < n._x.

We let Sm be the set of all these words and label them in the following fashion

(4.10) Sm = {B(m, 0), B(m, 1),..., B(m, nm -1)}.

We stipulate that Am_1 is the initial word of B(m, 0).

We now fix km. Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 insure us that we may choose km such that

km á «m-i,

(4.11) nm > «m_1;

"m ^ "m-1( 1 -Sm)       where rm = nm_1-km.

We now choose r¡m such that

(4.12) 0 < Vm < (l/«2)-(l/2m).

We let Am be the word

(4.13) Am = B(m, 0)B(m, 1)- • -B(m, nm-\).

We see that km, i\m, Sm, and Am satisfy 4.1 through 4.7 and our induction is

complete.

Before we define the sequences toy e Í2+(S3), we make a few observations which

will be helpful later.

(4.14) If7>0 and 1 Sr^j, then we may look at each B(j, t), 0^t<n¡, as a word

built on the symbol set Sj-r. This is obvious from our construction. Each B(j, t)

is a word built on the symbol set 5y_i, but each symbol in this set is a word built

on the symbol set Sj-2. We proceed inductively. Thus we see that if 7 3:0 and

0 ̂  k Sj, then A¡ is a word built on the symbol set Sk.

(4.15) Considering Aj+k,jeZ+, keZ+, k^O, as a word built on the symbol

set S¡, we see that A¡ occurs in the oth position of Aj+k. That is, At is the initial

word of Aj+k.

(4.16) As we observed in (4.14), ify">0 and O^r^j, then B(j, t) is a word built

on the symbol set S^r. We let Lj-r(B(j, t)) be its length in terms of these symbols.

An easy induction gives us (see (4.4))

Lj-,(B(j, t)) = /■rry_r • -ry_r + 1

= kj- ■ •fcy_r+1,«y_1. • -n^-r       for 0 ^ t < nf.
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We immediately have

L¡.t{A¡) = kf ■ -fcy-r+i-nyBy-i- • -«y-r.

Thus we see that if «>0 and 0Sj<n, then

Lj{An) -> +00       as « -> +00.

(4.17) We now define tu' eQ. + {S,) forjeZ + . Fix ay'eZ + . For each w^y'we

may consider Am as a word built on the symbol set S¡. To define the rth coordinate

of tu' which is designated by (cu^, we choose any m èy for which Lj{Am) 2: f. We let

(tuOi be the rth symbol in the word Am. Our remarks in 4.15 assure us that (co')i

is unambiguously defined. We see that w1 e Q+{Sj). For the sake of brevity we

will use the imprecise but suggestive notation

«¿ = Ü A,.i = y

We remark here that the distinction between the w',j=0, 1, 2,..., is mostly a

formal one. We see that cu° is a sequence built on the symbol set S0. The sequence

uJ is in a sense the same sequence as tu°, except that we think of it as being built of

the blocks of w° of length r¡ which are located at O, rjt 2r¡,_The distinction

between w° and tuJ is technical but lends itself to the computations which we must

perform in §§7 and 8.

The various parts of our inductive definition and the remarks made here will

be used primarily as follows: In §5 we use (4.4), (4.5), (4.16) to show that each w'

is almost periodic. In §6 we use the 8,0 < 8 < 1, and (4.7) to bound the combinatorial

entropy. We do not use (4.6) until §8 when we bound the entropy of tJ.

5. Almost periodicity of u>'.

Theorem 5.1. For each je Z+ the sequence oJ e Q+{Sj) is almost periodic.

Proof. Suppose B is a word built on the symbol set S} and B occurs in <x?. We

must show that there is an integer R{B) with the following property: If 7<=z+ is

an interval of length R{B), then B occurs in x{m1,1) (see Definition 2.1). Since by

(4.16) Lj{An) -> +00 as n -*■ +00, there is an n >j for which B occurs in An.

Clearly it suffices to show that there is an integer R{An) with the property: If

7<=Z+ is an interval of length R{An), then An occurs in x{w', I). This is almost

immediate from our construction of tu;. In our construction of <J we see that each

Am, m^n+l, is a word in the symbols of 5n+1. Each symbol B{n+l, t)eSn+1

must by (4.5) contain An. By (4.16) L/.B(«+1, t)) = rn+1- ■ -rj+1. Thus for every

s e Z+ we see that An occurs in

x(tu', [srn+1- ■ -r] + 1, {s+l)rn+1- • -ri+1)).

These are blocks in o' which begin atsrn + 1- ■ -rJ+1 and end at {s + \)rn+x ■ ■ ■ r¡+x — 1.

Clearly, if we set R{A„) = 3rn+1- ■ -rj+1, our theorem is completed.
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6. The combinatorial entropy of w1. The notion of combinatorial entropy of a

sequence appears in [9] (referred to as absolute entropy) and is a special case of

the topological entropy of [1]. In §8 we will see how it is related to the measure

theoretic entropy. In this section we wish to show that the combinatorial entropy

of to', denoted by K(w'), has the property that log nt(\ - 8) ¿¡ K(o>') <log nj. We

recall that S was fixed at the beginning of our construction of a1 and subject only

to the condition 0< 8< 1. We remark, of course, that the sequence to' depends on

the S chosen.

We now define the combinatorial entropy of an arbitrary sequence or bisequence.

Let S={a0, tti,..., a,,-]} be a symbol set on p symbols. Let to e Q.'(S) and let

8(n, to) be the number of distinct words of length n which occur in to (see paragraph

preceding Definition 2.1). We see immediately

(6.1) 0 á 8(n,w) ^pn.

It is not difficult to see that

(6.2) 8(m + n, to) g 8(m, to) • 8(n, to).

From this it follows that log 8(n, a>) is subadditive in n. A known theorem asserts

that the following limit exists

(6.3) uml°g^i^ = inf!0Â^L^.
n n n n

Definition 6.4. If w e Q.'(S), we define the combinatorial entropy of a> to be

7,H = liml£i^liU).
n n

From (6.1) we see that

(6.4) 0 ^ K(w) S log p.

Lemma 6.5. If we Q'(S) and ifw is almost periodic, then K(w)<logp.

Proof. First of all we may assume that each symbol of S occurs in to. If this

were not the case, then to e Q'(S'), where S' has p' elements and p' <p. The truth

of the lemma would assert K(w) < log p' < log p.

Thus the symbol a0 occurs in to. Since to is almost periodic, there is a positive

integer m having the property that if /' is an interval of length m in Z', then a0

occurs in x(w, I'). That is, a0 occurs in any word B of length m which occurs in w.

In particular the word B=(au ..., a¡) of length m cannot occur in o>. Let A: be a

positive integer. By the same argument used in Lemma 1.2 we see that the number

of words in to of length km is bounded above by (pm -1 )k. That is, 8(km) S (pm - l)k.

Thus

(6.6) (log 8(km))¡km g (log (pm- \))jm.
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Taking limits on k, we observe that

K{w) Z {log{pm-l))lm < logp

and our lemma holds.

Theorem 6.7. For the wj defined in §4 we have

log «/I-8) = ÁV) < log«y

for each j e Z+, where 8 is the constant described in §4 and is subject only to the

condition 0< S< 1.

Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1 that a¿ is almost periodic. Thus the previous

lemma asserts

K{(Ji')   <   lOg My.

Fix aye Z+. Then w> e Ü.+{S¡) and by {4.16) L¡{B{j+s, t)) = rj+s-rj+s.v ■■rj+1 for

iï; 1 and Ogr<«y+s. Recall this is the length of the word B{j+s, t) in terms of the

symbols S¡. Thus the number of words of length rj+s- ■ -rj + 1is no less than the

number of symbols in Si+S. We thus have

(6.8) 0{rj + s---ri + 1) ^ nl + s.

(4.7) asserts that, for each «i^ 1,

(6.9) nm-î»4"-i(l-81B).

A simple induction and the fact that 0 < 1 — Sm = 1 gives us

ni + s  =  (Ky(l-8y + 1)(l-Sy + 2)---(l-8y + 0)W"r^

(6.10)
^ («y(l-S))r>+.--r/ + i.

Now as i-> +00, rj+s- • -rj+1 -> +oo. Using 6.8 and 6.10 and the definition of

K{o}¡), we obtain

ÄV) ^ log«y(l-8),

which completes our theorem.

7. Unique ergodicity of tu'. The purpose of this section is to show that for each

y the system (0(ü/)~, 7}+) is uniquely ergodic. T¡+ is the shift transformation of §1

(see (1.6)) defined on the space Q.*{S¡). Recall that in §3 (see (3.7)) we defined

a{B, C)'to be the frequency with which the word B occurs in the word C. For any

wi,jeZ+ we let

(7.1)    /)„*(*,») = D'{k,n) = x{w',[k,k + n)),     keZ+,neZ+,n # 0   (see(3.8)).

Lemma 3.10 tells us that if for each word C which occurs in w1 it is true that

lim„a(C, D\k, «)) exists uniformly in k, then {0{w')~, Tj+) is uniquely ergodic.

We will show that this is actually the case.
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In order to have a suggestive terminology, we make the following two definitions.

Definition 7.2. If C occurs in to', then we say that C has a density d in to' if

lim„ a(C, D'(k, n))=d for k e Z+.

Definition 7.3. If C occurs in wj, then we say that C has a uniform density d

in w1 if lim„ a(C, D'(k, n))-d uniformly in k e Z+.

Our problem is thus reduced to showing that if C is a word on the symbol set

S¡, then C has a uniform density in <J. The remaining part of this section is devoted

to this. It is technical but not difficult. We will first show that if C=B(j, k) is a

word of length one built on the symbol set Sjt then B(j, k) has a uniform density

d(j, k) in o*'. This is done by first showing that the frequency of occurrence of

B(j, k) in B(j+t, s) converges as r->- +oo and that this limit is independent of j.

This is then used to show the existence of the uniform density d(j, k). We now

embark on this phase, of the problem. To prevent formulas from becoming too

cumbersome, we will streamline our notation but will attempt to retain its

suggestiveness.

In (3.7) we defined the number of occurrences of B in C and this number was

designated by N(B, C). We let

N(B(j, k), B(j+t, s)) = N(j, k;j+t, s)
(7.4)

for/ k e Z+, 0 ^ k < n¡ and 0 ^ s < n]+t.

In (4.16) we let L¡_r(B(j, k)) be the length of B(j, k) in terms of the symbols of

5i_r,7eZ+,0^r^/Welet

(7.5) L,(B(j+t, s)) = ¿(/7+0       for/ t e Z+ and 0 ^ j < nj+t.

Recall that by our construction and (4.16) this length is independent of s. It also

follows immediately that

(7.6) W,j+t) = L(j+t-l,j+t)L(j,j+t-l).

This is merely saying that the length of B(j+t, s) in terms of the symbols of S¡

is the length of B(j+t, s) in terms of the symbols of Sj + t-1 times the length of

these symbols in terms of the symbols S¿.

We now designate the frequency with which B(j, k) occurs in B(j+t, s) by

a(B(j, k), B(j+t, s)) = a(j, k;j+t, s) =        ;,tYN(J> k'J+t, s),
(7.7) LU'J + t)

0Za(j,k;j+t,s) g 1.

Henceforth, we will always assume that the indices used in our formulas are

constrained in such a manner that the objects are defined. In the case of statements

about limits the objects need only be ultimately defined. For the remainder of this

section we think of our words and sequences as being built on the symbol set S¡.
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Lemma 7.8. If j, t e Z+ and r^O, then the following statements hold:

ny +1 - i -1

(a) N{j,k;j+t,s)=      2     N{j+t-l,m;j+t,s)N{j,k;j+t-l,m),
m = 0

»y + t - l -1

(b) cc{j,k;j+t,s) =      2     *{j+t-l,m;j+t,s)a{j, k;j+t-l,m).
m = 0

Proof, (a) is immediate. It says that the number of occurrences of B{j, k) in

B{j+1, s) is equal to the sum of the number of occurrences of B{j, k) in a symbol

of Sy+f-i multiplied by the occurrences ofthat symbol in B{j+t, s). (b) is obtained

from (a) by applying (7.7) and (7.6).

For the next lemma we estimate the difference between the frequency of occur-

rence of B{j, k) in B(J+1, s) and the frequency of occurrence of B{j, k) in B{j+1, s').

Lemma 7.9. The following inequality holds

Mj, k;j+t, s)-a{j, k;j+t, s')\ < 27/y+(_1.

Proof. We apply Lemma 7.8(b) and (7.7) and (4.5b) to obtain

\«(j, k;j+t, s)-a{j, k;j+t, s')\

»y +1 -1 -1

=      2      Wj+t-l,m;j+t,s)-a{j+t-\,m;j+t,s')\\a{j,k;j+t-l,m)\
m = 0

<  27?y + i_1.

For the next lemma we estimate how fast the frequency of occurrence of B(J, k)

in B(J+1, s) increases as / increases.

Lemma 7.10. The following inequality holds

\<*{j, k;j+t+A, s)-a{j, k;j+t, s)\ < 71j + t + 2r1¡ + t_1.

Proof. From Lemma 7.8(b) we have

n, + | -1

<*U, k;j+t+l,s) =     2   <4j+t,m;j+t+\,s)-a{j,k;j+t,m).
m=0

We also have
j     ny + i -1

«(/ k;y*+1, s) = —-   y    a{j, k;j+t,s).

We thus obtain (using (7.7) and (4.5) and Lemma 7.9)

l«C/> k;j+t+1, s)-a(J, k;j+t, s)\

1     n       1<*U+t, m;j + t+l,s) —
m = 0 *

n, + , -1

Kj + ( - 1

a{j,k;j+t,m)\

i     »y + «   x

+ -—    2    \aU,k;j+t,m)-a{j,k;j+t,s)\
ni + t     m = 0

< 1?y+< + 27jy+t-i.
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We are now prepared to examine the limiting properties of the frequency of

occurrence of B(j, k) in B(j+t, s) as t -> +00.

Lemma 7.11. For each je Z+ and 0 ̂  k < n¡ there exists a number d(j, k) for which

lim cc(j,k;t,s) = d(j,k)

uniformly inj, k, and s, and0^d(j, k)^ 1.

Proof. Let oO be arbitrary. It follows from (4.6) that 2i%1?(<+0°. From

Lemma 7.10 we obtain (t>j, r7>0)

r-l

\a(j,k;t,s)-a(j,k;t+r,s)\ g 2 \<*(j, k; t+i,s)-<*(j,k; t+i+l,s)\
i = 0

r-l r-l

(7.12) < 2 Vt + i + 2 2 Vt+i-i
i = 0 i = 0

¡S3  T %■
l = t-l

Since 2i" 0 Vt< +°°> we see that for t sufficiently large the difference (7.12) is <e.

Thus a(j, k; t, s) is a Cauchy sequence in t, uniformly in/ k and s. As r-> +00,

the limit must exist. Lemma 7.9 assures us the limit is independent of s. Call this

limit d(j, k). If in (7.12) we let r ->- +00, we obtain the estimate

(7.13) \a(j,k;t,s)-d(j,k)\ í¡3   2    Vi-
¡=í-i

We conclude our lemma by taking limits on t and observing that the inequality

0 á d(j, k)^\ is forced upon us by (7.7).

We can now prove the fact that each B(j, k) has a uniform density in w'.

Theorem 7.14. Each B(j, k) e S¿ has uniform density d(j, k) in toy. That is,

lim a(B(j, k), D>(s, 5+0) - d(j, k)
t

uniformly in s (see (7.1)).

Proof. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. Choose an n > k for which

(7.15) \a(j,k;n,m)-d(j,k)\ < e/5

for 0 ̂  m < nm.

Let L=L(j,n)=L,(B(n,m)) (see (7.5)) and choose t0eZ+, r0#0, such that

L/r0<e/5. Suppose teZ+ and t> t0. We wish to show that

(7.16) \a(B(j, k), D'(s, s+t))-d(j, k)\ < e

independently of s. This will complete our theorem.
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There exist r and u e Z+, r^O, such that

(r-l)L < s ^ rL < (r+l)L <■■■ < (r + u)L < s + t ^ (r + u+l)L.

We observe that

(7.17) N(B(j, k), D>(s,s + t)) = L 2 7 N(B(j, k), D>(r+i)L, (r+i+ l)L) + H(s, t)
¡ = o *-

where 0^H(s, 0 = 2L is the contribution due to the occurrences of B(j, k) in the

intervals [s, rL) and [(r+u)L, s+t).

We divide both sides of (7.17) by t, use the definition of a(/ k;n,m) and the

inequality (7.15) to obtain

a(B(j, k), D'(s, s+t)) = d(j, k)+(^yU, k)+ïj G(j, k) + jH(s, t)

where 0 ̂  G(j, k) < e/5 and is obtained from (7.15). Since 0 ̂  Lu\t £ 1, 0 ¿ d(i, j) £ 1,

0^ \(Lu — t)/t\ ^2L/i<2e/5, we obtain (7.16) and our theorem is complete.

We now embark on the final stage of proving that (0(oj')~, T¡+) is uniquely

ergodic. We need to take an arbitrary word C which occurs in m' and show that it

has a uniform density d'(C). To each B(t, s), t^j, we assign the frequency

a(C, B(t, s)). We then average this over to' to obtain a number d't(C). We then show

that d¡(C) -> d'(C) as t -> +<x>. Our final step is to show that this is the uniform

density of C in w'.

Let us now fix a word C which occurs in to'. Let t e Z+ and iS:/ Define

(7.18) /,(/) = a(C, B(t, s))       when (to'), = B(t, s).

In words this says that/(r) is the frequency of C in the ith symbol of to'.

Lemma 7.19.

,  m + n - 1 n(-l

lim i    2   Ä0-   y cc(C,B(t,s))d(t,s)=ieldi(C)
»     "    i=m S=0

uniformly in m.

Proof. Our proof follows quickly from Lemma 7.14. For we have

im+n-l iBi-1

lim -    S   f(t ) = lim - S a(C, B(t, s)) ■ N(B(t, s), D%m, m+ri))
n    n     l = m n    n 5 = o

B(-l

= lim 2 a(C, B(t, s))a(B(t, s), D\m, m + ri))
n    s=0

= 2 «(C, B(t, s))d(t, s)
s=0

uniformly in m.
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Lemma 7.20. For each word C occurring in oj1 the fallowing limit exists

lim d({C) = d'{C)       (see Lemma 7.19).
t

Proof. We need only show that d{{C) is a Cauchy sequence in t, t £j. In order

to do this it suffices to show

2 \dl{C)-d!+1{C)\ < +00.
t=y

We do this by estimating the differences of terms which converge to d({C) and

t//+i(C) (see Lemma 7.19). We first observe

a{C, B{t+ 1, S)) = TJJJ^Tj N(Q B(t+ U S))

(7.21) = 27J7TT) 2o N(c> fiC>J'» • *(*('.A W +1.'»

+ZÖ7TT)^J)

where 0 ̂  //(?, í) á L(í, / +1) L{C). H{t, s) is due to the occurrence of C in positions

which overlap two adjacent blocks B{t, k) and B{t, k'). L{C) is the length of C as

a word built on the symbol set S'y.

Using the fact that L{j, t+l)=L{j, t)L{t, t+1) (see (7.6)) and the definition of

frequency of C in a word, we obtain

(7.22) a{C, B{t+l, s)) =  2 <C, B{t, s'))a{B{t, s'), B{t+1, ,))+-!-.#'(/, *)
s-=o My,i)

where 0^H'{t, s)<L{C).

We now use (4.5) to replace the a{B{t, s'), B{t+l, s)) by their approximate values

l/«t to obtain

(7.23) *{C, B{t +1, s)) = i  2 <C> B^ Ä')) + G('> ')+77775 " #'<'« 5)

where 0 ̂  G(f, s) ^ r¡t ; 0 ̂  #'(', *) =i¿(C).

Recalling from (7.18) the fact that

(7.24) /,(/+ 1) = a{C, B{t+1, s))       when (tu'+1), = B{t+1, i)

and using (7.23), we obtain

m + n-l |    mnt + nrtt-i

(7.25)

i  m+n-l i    mnt+nnt-1
L(C)    . L(C)

The last estimate follows from (4.16), which asserts that L{j, t)^k¡ and (4.7) which

implies kj~^{t—Y)2.
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Taking limits on n in (7.25), we obtain

(7.26) \dí+1(C)-d¿(C)\ í Vt+ffîp

Since 2i°=í (lt+L(C)l(t—1)2)< +co, our lemma is complete.

Theorem 7.27. If C is a word occurring in w', then C has uniform density d'(C)

in w1. That is, lim¡ a(C, D'(s, s+t)) = d'(C) uniformly in s (see Lemma 7.20).

Proof. Let e > 0 be arbitrary. We must show that

(7.28) |«(C, D'(s,3+t))-d1(C)\ < e

independently of s for all sufficiently large t.

From Lemma 7.20 we see that it suffices to show that

(7.29) |<x(C, D>(s, s+t))-d&C)\ < e/2

independently of s for all sufficiently large t and a fixed v, v^j, for which

\d&C)-d*(C)\ < e/2 and L(C)/L(j, 0< */8.
From Lemma 7.19 we see that it suffices to show that

(7.30)

,   IB + B-l

a(C,D<(s,s+t))~    2   M>)
"    i = m

< e/4

independently of s for all sufficiently large t and all n larger than a fixed N0 for

which
m + n -1

(7.31)

i  m+n-i

-„ 2 m-dm
"     i = m

< e/4.

We will prove (7.30) much in the same manner as we proved Theorem 7.14.

Let seZ+ and teZ+, f#0. Let L=L(j, v)=Lj(B(v, w)). There exist integers r

and u for which

(r-l)L < s ^ rL < (r+l)L <■•■< (r+u)L < s + t ¿ (r+u+\)L.

We observe that
U-l    |

N(C, D'(s, s + t)) = L 2 T X(C, D'((r + i)L, (r + i+ l)L))

(7.32) i = 0
+ H(s, t) + G(s, t)

where 0^H(s, t)£2L is the part obtained from the intervals [s, rL) and

[(r+u)L, s+t). And 0^G(s, t)^u-L(C), where G(s, t) comes from the occurrences

of C which overlap adjacent intervals [(r+i)L, (r + i+l)L) and [(r + i+l)L,

(r+i+2)L). Dividing (7.32) through by t and referring to (7.18), we obtain

a(C, D>(s,S+t)) = y 2"Vi(0 + (^)^r pf/,00

(7.33)

+\ H(s, t)+\ G(s,t).
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We observe that
1 r + u_1 1 tjT     1

0 á ¿ 2 fM * l  and 7 G& 0 = TuX G(s' °

SO

Since í is asymptotic to uL, we see that (7.30) holds (where we replace m by r and

n by m) independently in s for all sufficiently large t.

Theorem 7.34. For each je Z+ the system {Ofa1)', 77) w uniquely ergodic.

Proof. The previous theorem tells us that each word C which occurs in w1 has a

uniform density d'{C) (see Definition 7.3). Theorem 3.9 then applies, giving us our

conclusion.

8. Entropy of tu'. In this section we will show that the entropy of the almost

periodic uniquely ergodic systems {0{a>')~, T¡+) lies between log«y(l-8) and

log «y, where 8 is the constant fixed at the beginning of our construction of u>1

and is subject only to the condition 0<8< 1. We shall briefly recall the definition

of the Kolmogoroff-Sinai invariant (or entropy). For more details the reader is

referred to [4, p. 241 et seq.].

Let (Q, S3, fi) be a probability space and let T be a measure preserving trans-

formation of Q. (e.g., n{T~1E)=li{E) for all Ee 93). If g is a finite Borel subfield

of 33 generated by the atoms Ft - • • Fn, the entropy of g is defined by

JÜ8Ö-- 2 -Mfi) log/*(*!).
i=i

A simple convexity argument shows that Hfö)^log« and equality holds when

fi{Fi) = lln, /=1,2,...,«, [4, p. 242]. It is also known that the following limit

exists, [4, p. 269],

/7(g) = lim - H{% v T-1^ V • • • V r-n+1fç)
n    «

where 31 V © is used to designate the Borel field generated by the two Borel fields

9Í and ©. The Kolmogoroff-Sinai invariant or the entropy of T with respect to the

measure ¡x is defined as follows :

(8.1) H{T, n) = sup {77(g): 3 <= 33, 3 a finite Borel field}.

We will be interested in estimating the entropy of the uniquely ergodic systems

(ory)-, 77).
We let

/xy = unique invariant probability measure of (Ofa/)-, 77),

(8.2) Ht = 7/(77, My),

33y = Borel field of O(tuy)-.
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We let g? be the finite Borel field generated by sets of the form

C(B,I+(ri))nO(w1)-

(see (1.3), (1.4), (1.5)), where B is any word of length n built on the symbol set Sj.

It is known, [4, p. 279], that

(8.3) H^liml-Hm.
n    n

Lemma 8.4. The entropy Tf is bounded above by the combinatorial entropy of

to'. That is, Hj ^ Kfa') (in this respect see [9, Theorem 6]).

Proof. Since a/ is almost periodic (§5), we see that C(B, I+(ri)) n 0(to')~ is not

empty if and only if B occurs in w1 (Lemma 2.6). Using the properties of 7/(5)

and the definition of 8(n, w1) (§6, second paragraph), we have

Hm) é log 8(n, to').

Dividing by n and taking limits on n we obtain our result.

Our next few lemmas are needed to bound H¡ from below. To do this, we will

need to explicitly determine the p, measure of certain sets. We will use Lemma 3.10

for this, and we now make some preparatory remarks. hetjeZ+ and let S'j + i

be the set of all words of length r¡ + x which are built on the symbol set Sj. We

see that S'j + 1^>Sj+1 (see (4.5)). We define the association map

7r,>;.+1:Q+(Sy)->i2+(S; + i)

by defining the fth coordinate of -nuj+1w,

(■7TjJ+1(o)t = that word of length rj + 1 which occurs in <x> at the />y + 1th place

(8.5)
= x(o>, [irj + 1, (i+l)rJ+1)).

We see easily that njj+i is continuous and that tt)J+1 o (Tf)ri+ i = Tt++1 ° wí>í+1.

If s sij, we define wy s as iterates of mappings of the previous type and observe that

(8.6) *,., o (Try = 77 o »,,,

where q = r,+ 1---rs.

From our construction of the sequences w1 and the continuity of ttj>s we see that

^,s(0(V)-)=o(tor.
If s^/ then B(s, k), 0^k<ns, is a word of length L^B(s, k)) occurring in w'

and is also a word of length one occurring in tos. We let

(8.7)     B^s, k) = C(B(s, k), [0, L¡(B(s, k))) n 0(to')- + 0       (see (1.3))

where B(s, k) is considered as a word of length L¡(B(s, k)) built on the symbols Sj.

Bs(s, k) = C(B(s, k), {0}) n 0(to5)- ?* 0       (see (1.3))

where B(s, k) is considered as a word of length one built on the symbols S1,,. In

words this means that B¡(s, k) is the set of all sequences of to' which begin with the
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word B{s, k), and B„{s, k) is the set of all sequences of tus which begin with the

symbol B{s, k).

Lemma 8.8.

pjßtß, k)) = d{s, k)

{see (8.2) and Lemma 7.11).

Proof. We see that 7rj~1{Bs{s, k)) = Bj{s, k). By Lemma 3.10 we have

rfa-.1(.Bj(s, k))) = ns{Bs{s, k))

and thus it suffices to show

,xs{Bs{s, k)) = d{s, k).

This is the immediate consequence of Lemma 7.14 which asserts that B{s, k)

has uniform density d{s, k) in u>s and we then apply Theorem 3.9.

Lemma 8.9. \l-nsd{s, k)\<{l¡ns)-l¡2s'3 for 0^k<ns.

Proof. To prove this statement, we use the inequalities of (4.5b) and (7.13) to

obtain (see (7.7) for definition of a{s, k; s+1, 0))

±-d{s,k) -a{s, k; s+l, 0) + \a{s, k;s+l,0)-d{s, k)\

"s i = s

We multiply by ns and apply (4.6) and (4.7) to obtain

00

\\-nsd{s, k)\ < 77s+3«s 2 ^t
i = s

<fa'2'+a¿,nl2f

1
<

«S2S"3

Lemma 8.10. Let e>0 be arbitrary. Then there is an s0for which

\nsd{s, k) log d{s,k)-log {I¡ns)\ < e

for all s>s0 and0^k<ns.

Proof. Let ns ■ d{s, k) = y{s, k), then log d{s, k) - log (1 ¡ns) = log y{s, k).  More-

over, by Lemma 8.9

\l-y{s,k)\ <(1/«0'1/2S-3       for0^A:<«s;
thus

nsd{s, k) log d{s, k) - log - = y{s, k) log y{s, k) + {y{s, k) -1) log —
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nsd{s, k) log d{s, k) - log - è \y{s,k) log y{s,k)\+-
1   _J_
».'2-

log

The function x log x is uniformly continuous for 0 S x S 2. For large s, y{s, k)

is uniformly close to 1 for 0¿k<ns and (l/«,)-(l/2*~3)-log (l/«0 is also small.

These observations conclude our lemma.

Theorem 8.11. For eachj eZ+ we have

log«y(l-S) <; H j < log «y

where 8 is the constant used in §4 to construct w1 and is subject only to the condition

0<8<1.

Proof. The fact that H¡<log n¡ follows from Lemma 8.4 and Lemma 6.5 which

state

Ê, ^ A^tUy) < log«y.

To obtain the other half of the inequality we proceed as follows : let s >j and let

qs=Lj{B{s, k)). g?» is the Borel field defined in (8.2). We have

Ñ, Z lim - 77(gy.).
s    Is

If e>0 is arbitrary, we have (Lemma 8.10)

|»,-1

(8.12)

2 d{s, k) log d{s, k)~- log -

s1 2
s k = 0

nsd{s, k) log d{s, k)-log < e

for all sufficiently large s.

Thus using Lemma 8.8 and (8.12),

n.-l

H{W)Z 2  -Ms,k))logMs,k))
fc = 0

n,-1

(8.13)

In (6.10) we saw that

2 -d{s,k) log d{s,k)
k = 0

>  ( y-log-)-e

= (logn,)-e.

nsà(«y(l-8))V-ry+i.
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We also have (4.16)

qs = Lj(B(s,k)) = /y ■■ri+1.

Using these and (8.13) we obtain

Vlqs)H(W>) è (lognj(l-8))-elqs.

We let s -► +00 and we get

77, 2:logn/l-S)

which concludes our theorem.

Corollary 8.14. Let 0 ̂  M < +oo. There exists a compact metric space X and a

continuous mapping T: X ^- X such that the following conditions hold.

(a) For each xe X we have X= closure {T'x:je Z+}. That is, (X, T) is minimal,

[2].
(b) T is almost periodic at each xe X.

(c) (X, T) has a unique T invariant probability measure.

(d) The entropy satisfies the bounds M<H(T)< +co.

We remark here that our construction of §4 allows us considerable freedom in

the invariant measure ^¡. We have chosen them so that Hj(B(j, k)) = d(j, k) is

close to Ifrij. We actually only need this for all sufficiently large/ Thus, for instance,

we could have chosen a vastly different distribution of the 5(0, t) in the 5(1, i)'s.

However, in order to make the entropy high, eventually the d(j, k) must be close

to 1/Wy.

9. Case of bisequences. A slight modification of our construction of §4 allows

us to carry over our results to bisequences. We modify (4.3) and (4.5) as follows:

(4.3') Aj-x is the initial word of B(j, 0) and the terminal word of B(j, n¡— 1).

(4.5') For7>0, S, is the set of all distinct words on the symbol set Sj_x whose

length in terms of these symbols is /•> = ni_1rVy and which have the following

properties :

(a) Aj_1Aj_1 occurs in each B(j, k) e S¡,

(b) this remains the same as (4.5b).

Our inductive construction remains valid and (4.16) holds.

As in (4.17), we let to' = (J?Lj A, e £l+(Sj). Let 0*(5y) be the set of all functions

on the negative integers Z*={— 1, —2, — 3,...} whose values are in Sj. We now

define û>' e £2*(S,) as follows : If /' e Z*, choose any m ^j for which Lj(Arn) ä í. We

let (¿»J)¡ be the symbol which occurs in the (Lj(Am) + z')th place of Am. (4.3') assures us

that to' is unambiguously defined.

We define to' e Ü(S¡) as follows : Let i e Z and set

<h{ = w(       if i = -1, -2, -3,...,

if/= 0,1,2,....
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The computations of §§5, 6, 7, and 8 are valid and we obtain

Theorem 9.6. For each je Z+ the following statements are true:

(a) (b1 is an almost periodic sequence,

(b)log«y(l-S)?£AV)<logny,

(c) {0{w')~, Tf) is uniquely ergodic,

(d) log«y(l —S)^77(r0áA'(tú,)<log«y, where 8 is subject only to the condition

0<8<1.

Thus we have

Corollary 9.7. Let 0<M< +oo. There is a compact metric space X and a

homeomorphism T of X for which the following statements hold:

(a) {X, T) is minimal. {In [2] it is shown that this implies that T is almost periodic

at each x e X.)

(b) {X, T) is uniquely ergodic.

(c) The entropy satisfies the bounds M<H{T)< +oo.
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